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Chief of Staff gives his vision for the Defence Forces and his views on some of the recent events
that have impacted on the organisation.
Next we head down to Kilworth Camp and here we get a glimpse of our troops who took part in a
recent Nordic Battle Group readiness exercise. As we go to print, they are packing their armour, vehicles,
weapons and equipment for a five-week exercise taking place this November in Sweden with the other
contributing Nordic nations.
Other features this month include an interesting article from Lt Col Kieran Brennan, who outlines some
recent developments with the OSCE and a report from a FIBUA course carried out by the 5th Infantry
Battalion.
In Def Tech, we take a look at the government jet and in our history article, we visit No.7 Martello Tower
on the Dublin Coast and see how its occupants helped defend the Irish coastline, albeit 200 years ago.
Don’t forget our regulars - Tac Aide, Gadgets, Sports Roundup, Reviews and What I Do.
We have moved
As part of the government’s decentralisation programme, our office has moved to the Curragh Camp.
Apart from the obvious headaches of packing and moving, our new home will in time, we hope, allow the
magazine to flourish. Our postal address has changed (see side bar, this page). Our email addresses
won’t change.

Bon Voyage Billy
Our photographer, Armn Billy Galligan, has left the magazine and has
returned to the Air Corps after six years of dedicated service. Billy was
the resident magazine (and section) photographer and was instrumental,
in photographic terms, in making the magazine look better. His work was
much sought after, with his photographs featuring in numerous official
and commercial publications, newspapers, websites and posters.
Whether in the back of a Mowag or helicopter in Liberia, Chad or Kosovo,
or on O’Connell Street capturing an Easter Parade on camera, Billy was
always the professional - focussed and knowing what worked and what
didn’t. His body of work is immense and in recent times, a lot of his
photographs are available online via flickr.
From everyone in Public Relations Section and An Cosantóír, good
luck Billy and all the best in the future.

Sgt David Nagle
Editor

Writing articles
and letters
Ideally we would like submitted
articles and letters in by email
or on disc. Hardcopy articles
are also accepted.
As a general rule, we look
for two to three page
articles with 600 to 700 words
per A4 page. Larger articles
are considered, though they
may be spread over two issues
or submitted to the Defence
Forces Review with the
author’s approval.
All material submitted
should be of a military
related topic.

Sending in a photograph
When sending photographs in,
especially by email, please consider
the following:

Naturally, if you are sending in a
number of digital photographs,
burn them to disc and post in!

• Save as jpeg format
• File size: No less that 1.5Mb and no
bigger than 3Mb (as jpegs)
• Resolution: 300 DPI
• Dimension: 150x100mm
(6x4in) minimum

Clearly mark envelope
‘CD with Photographs’.
Also submit a short note with
details like:
• Who took the photograph
• What was the occasion
• Where did it happen
• Who is in the photograph (left to
right, back to front, rank, first and
surnames)
If sending in photographic prints, avoid
writing on the back of them.
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Thank You

Lt Col Arthur Armstrong (OC 4 Fd Arty Regt) is seen here presenting a cheque for
€1,500 to Marie O’Brien, President of the North Westmeath Hospice. This money
was raised by the gunners based in Columb Bks, Mullingar following a recent
barrack open day. Photo by: Sgt Maj Noel O’Callaghan (4 Fd Arty Regt).

Tank
Killers
Congratulations to the 3 Inf Bn
who won this year’s All-Army
Anti-Armour competition held
in the Glen of Imaal Military
Range in September. Pictured
here are (l-r): Pte Walsh, Tyrrell,
Lt Duggan, Pte Byrne and Cpl
Phelan. The other photo shows
Col Beary (D DFT) presenting
Lt Duggan (3 Inf Bn) with the
Anti-Armour Cup. For winning
the competition, they got an
opportunity to fire the Javelin
Anti-Armour Missile System.
Photos by: Armn Paddy Reilly
(105 Sqn).
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Capt Geoff Curran (Equit Sch) is pictured here with his horse The Jump Jet prior to their participatio
Games held in the US this September and October. Capt Curran is part of the Irish horse team’s eve
Photo by: Sgt Rena Kennedy (PR Sec).
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What the papers say...
■

Navy tracking system to
crack down on drug
smuggling
A sophisticated new €1.4 million vessel
tracking system for the Naval Service is
expected to boost the surveillance of
drug smuggling ships. The use of the
Recognised Maritime Picture (RMP)
will see patrolling naval vessels
respond quicker to suspect ships
approaching the Irish coastline.
Irish Examiner, September 9th

■

Foreign general praises
Irish peacekeeping work
Brigadier General Jan Stefan
Andersson paid tribute to Ireland’s role
as he toured one of the most hi-tec
training operations ever mounted by the
Defence Forces here. Operation
Skeheen is spread over Cork, Tipperary
and Waterford-featuring 488 troops,
96 vehicles and four of the Air Corps
Agusta Westland helicopters.
Irish Independent September 22nd

mp Jet prior to their participation in the World Equestrian
art of the Irish horse team’s eventing panel.

■

Army hero’s Chad tell-all
One of Ireland’s top soldiers tasked
with the Chad peacekeeping operation
has written about the near ‘mission
impossible’. Commandant Dan Harvey’s
book Peace Enforcers – The EU Military
Intervention in Chad is to be launched
next week. It tells how it fell to Irish
Lieutenant General Pat Nash and his
troops to set up the successful mission
in the war-torn country.
Irish Daily Star September 22nd

■

Brains count for as much
as brawn in the army of
today
The army recruitment slogan promises
‘a life less ordinary’ – and that is certainly the way the Military College is
turning out for cadet Bartley McFadden.
Irish Independent September 22nd

■

SR Technics staff scheme
Up to 30 apprentices who worked at SR
Technics will be able to complete their
on-the-job training with the Air Corps,
it was announced yesterday. Defence
Minister Tony Killeen said the new programme will give former employees at
the aircraft maintenance facility at
Dublin Airport the chance to finish two
phases of their training.
Irish Examiner September 24th

■

Irish troops could return
to Lebanon duty next year
Irish troops could end up back in action
in Lebanon early next year, after tentative
approaches were made by the
Department of Defence to the United
Nations about a possible mission. The
Defence Forces have been without a significant presence abroad since the withdrawal from Chad earlier this year.
Sunday Tribune September 26th

■

Air, Sea and Rescue
Ireland’s elite Army Ranger Wing is gearing up to do battle with international
pirates on the high seas. The special
forces troops – backed up by combat
divers, snipers, helicopter, speedboats
and a warship – swarmed a rig, rescuing
the hostages and nabbing the terrorist
gang during a recent exercise.
News of the World September 26th

■

Costly navy lark hits
rough water
A ten-week voyage to South America by
the Irish navy last summer cost €743,725,
more than originally estimated. The timing of the 20,000km round trip, undertaken
to mark 200 years of South American
independence, has already been criticised by the opposition, who have
queried why such a long voyage was
made while routine patrols for illegal
fishing and drug smuggling in Irish
waters were being cut back.
The Sunday Times October 10th

■

Israel loses out on Irish
bullets contract
Israel has lost out on a multi-million euro
contract for more than 20 million bullets
for the Defence Forces in a year when
Mossad agents used fake Irish passports
as a cover in the murder of a Hamas
leader.
Sunday Independent October 9th

■

Dissidents’ mortar
disabled by Army
Army Ordnance disposal experts blew up
a mortar found among a haul of dissident
republican weaponry yesterday. The continuing security operation in Co Louth
came as, in a separate development,
police in Northern Ireland arrested four
men after recovering a weapon and amunition in Co Tyrone.
Irish Daily Mail October 13th
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Above: Lt Kieran O'Connor (OiC Guard) invites Dr O'Reilly, Bishop
Elect to inspect the guard of honour.

Above: Mrs Connie Cosgrove with CQMS
Stephen Kelly (Cadre) and Coy Sgt Willy
Frawley RF (31 Res MP Coy).

Honour
Guard

On August 29th, B Coy, 32
Res Inf Bn provided an honour guard at the conferring
ceremony for the new Bishop
of Killaloe, The Very Reverend
Dr Kieran O’Reilly SMA in
Ennis Town, Co Clare. These
photographs give a flavour of
the occasion.
All photos by: CQMS Ger
Cosgrove (HQ 1 S Bde RDF).
Left: Dr O’Reilly inspects the
guard of honour.

Sneak Preview

The DFTC Museum will soon be open to the public and pictured here at a
recent preview of the exhibit are (l-r): Col John Courtney (EO DFTC), Lt Gen
Seán McCann (COS), Comdt Miriam McCann, Brig Gen Conor O’Boyle (GOC
DFTC) and Comdt Moore. Photo by: Armn Billy Galligan.
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Pictured (l-r): Rev Fr Jerry Carey, Comdt Michael Tracey (ADC to An
Taoiseach), Minister for Defence, Mr Tony Killeen TD, Col Michael
McMahon (ADC to the President) and Rev Fr Micháel Collins.
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Where
are they
now?
This photo was taken on the
baseball ground, Dekelia,
Cyprus in October 1964. It
features the hurling team
from B Coy, 40 Inf Bn UNFICYP and they are standing
(l-r): J Morrissey, J Hunt, JJ
Laste, M O’Donnell, F
Sheedy, P Grave, J O’Malley,
T O’Hara, and D Goggins
(Manager). Kneeling (l-r): J
Clarke, M O’Donnell, J
Murphy, J Moloney, J
O’Sullivan, J Nash, J
McManus and J Connolly.
The Irish won the match on
the day and any details on
team still around, please
forward to: Editor An
Cosantóir. Photo by: Mr Jim
Moloney.

ON PARADE

arade • on parade • on parade • on parade • on parade

Balkans Visit

In September, Minister for Defence, Mr Tony
Killeen TD and Lt Gen Seán McCann (COS)
visited Irish troops serving in Kosovo with
KFOR and in Bosnia Herzegovina with
EUFOR. In the photograph below, the minister is seen here inspecting a Kosovan honour
guard on his visit to Pristina. In the photograph on the left he is pictured with An
Garda Siochana personnel serving in the
region, Lt Gen McCann (COS) and Col Doyle
(SIO KFOR). Photos by: Col Doyle.
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were killed in the raid, which prompted international criticism and Israel
has since eased its embargo, though
it still refuses to allow full imports,
exports and the free movement of
people.

CAPTIONS
 Europe

• The British Security Services
announced in September that there
was a strong possibility of an attack
on the UK by dissident Irish republican terrorists, raising the threat level
from moderate to substantial. There is
growing concern over the sophistication of attacks being carried out in
Northern Ireland and that experienced
Provisional bomb makers are now
helping dissident republican terrorists. UK security officials believe that
the dissidents are not capable of
mounting a sustained bombing campaign, but do have economic and
security targets in their sights.
• Also in the UK, police detained six
men on suspicion of preparing an
attack on Pope Benedict and his delegation during the recent papal visit to
the country. The pope continued his
tour of the UK unhindered.
• The French government has warned
its citizens intending on travelling to
the UK to be vigilant of a terrorist
attack on public transport and tourist
sites. Intelligence sources believe a
UK terrorist killed recently in Pakistan
was the leader of a new group intent
on making attacks across the UK,
France and Germany.

 The Middle East

• Both the US and the Palestinian
Authority have expressed their disappointment with the Israeli decision to
lift the ban on the building of settlements in the disputed West Bank.
Israel, however has said it is committed to the ongoing peace talks with
the Palestinians and does not see the
lifting of the ban as an issue.
• A UN-appointed panel has found that
Israeli forces violated international
and human rights laws during their
attack on a flotilla of ships attempting
to break the blockade of Gaza in May.
The report describes the Israel’s military response on the flotilla as disproportionate and it showed unacceptable levels of brutality. Eight Turkish
activists and one Turkish-American

10
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• In the Yemen capital, Sanaa, terrorists
attacked two Western targets leaving
one person dead and at least four
injured in September. A rocket-propelled grenade was used to target a
armoured British embassy car, injuring one staff member and bystanders,
while a security guard at an Austrian
gas company near the capital opened
fire killing a French contractor and
badly injuring a UK contractor.
Western intelligence agencies have
been increasingly concerned about
the activity of militants in Yemen.

 Asia

• In what will be seen as a consolidation of his power base and protecting
the family bloodline in his reclusive
regime, North Korean leader Kim
Jong Il promoted his son, Kim Jong
Eun and his sister, Kim Kyong Hui to
top military positions. According to
Asian experts, it was the promotion of
Kim Kyong Hui that offers a glimpse
into Kim Jong Il’s strategy for protecting power as his health declines.
Meanwhile, South Korea is seeking a
big increase in military spending next
year, citing the need to strengthen
security after the sinking of a warship
in an attack blamed on North Korea.

suspected of leading attacks involving
mass rape. A recent UN report has
slammed Congolese security forces
for failing to prevent a wave of mass
rapes of over 300 civilians in July and
August in the North Kivu province of
the Democratic Republic of the
Congo. The report sights the shortcomings of the local detachments of
the Congolese army and the police. It
also notes that their failure to stop
the attacks was compounded by subsequent failings on the part of UN
forces in the Congo.

 Americas

• In his address to the UN General
Assembly on September 23rd, Iran’s
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
(below) criticised the US-led occupation of Afghanistan and Iraq, using
the 9/11 attacks as a pretext.
President Ahmadinejad said while
some 3,000 were killed on September
11, thousands of people have been
killed, wounded and displaced in the
Afghan and Iraq conflicts. He also
commended the Israeli attack against
the Gaza-bound humanitarian flotilla
and killing and injuring civilians
onboard. The US and a number of
European delegates walked out in

• Japan released a Chinese trawler
captain, who they had detained off the
disputable Senkaku Islands in the
East China Sea on September 7th.
While Beijing secured his release, the
Japanese government still maintain
that he could be charged under the
Japanese laws and if convicted, the
captain could face up to three years in
prison.
• In early October, the attacks on
NATO convoys in Pakistan soared
since the Pakistani government shut
a key border crossing after a NATO
air strike that killed at least two soldiers. The Pakistani Taliban have
claimed responsibility for the attacks
which have destroyed a number of
tankers carrying oil and essential war
material for NATO and US troops in
Afghanistan.
• Relationships between Islamabad and
Washington are under pressure, following a White House report that has
questioned the Pakistani government’s willingness to curb militant
activity.

 Africa

• UN peacekeepers supported by the
Democratic Republic of Congo Armed
Forces have arrested a rebel leader

protest to the president’s speech.
• Also at the UN, Ireland’s Foreign
Affairs Minister Mr Micheál Martin
TD in his address to the assembly
spoke about the 50th anniversary of
Ireland’s participation in UN troop
mission and our continued commitment to providing Irish soldiers for
future missions, when a request is
made.
• The man convicted of an attempted
car bomb attack in New York’s Times
Square has been sentenced to life in
prison. Speaking to a packed courtroom in Manhattan, Faisal Shahzad, a
Pakistani-born US citizen warned
Americans to ‘brace themselves’ for a
war with Islam.
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Having served over
40 years can you
tell us of some of
the highlights of
your military
career to date?
Well, I have been Chief of Staff for over
four months now and I would consider
this appointment to be the highlight of
my career - indeed it would surely be the
highlight in any officer’s career. It’s an
honour to have the opportunity to lead an
organisation with such a proud history of
service to the state.
My spell as Director of Operations at
a time when we were supporting five
overseas missions is another highlight.
The role gave me a great insight into the
variety of skills and capabilities that we
have as an organisation. It helped me, as
someone with an army background, to
develop a thorough appreciation of the
input provided by the Naval Service and
the Air Corps.
The Naval Service, in addition to fishery protection, undertakes a myriad of
roles in conjunction with other state
agencies, whether it is drugs interdiction
with the Drugs Enforcement Task Force,
assisting in search-and-rescue operations, or their involvement with the

Page 11

National Maritime College. Each year the
Air Corps conducts thousands of missions providing air ambulance; maritime
patrol; aid to the civil power; assisting in
search-and-rescue, and, of course, supporting the Army, which has proven an
invaluable training asset for our troops,
particularly in preparation for overseas
deployment.
My time as D Ops showed me that we
have fantastic personnel who are the
lifeblood of the Defence Forces.

CHIEF OF STAFF

00-An Cos-OCT-10 (p11-17)

I realised at an early stage
that as a member of
the Defence
Forces, of whatever rank, you
are very much
part of a team.
You depend on
the other members of the
team and they
depend on you.

What has been
your guiding
philosophy during
your career?
I’ve filled many different appointments over
the years, both at home and overseas, and
the thread that has run through all of them
has been my interaction with, and confidence in, the personnel that I served with.

AN INTERVIEW
with the CHIEF OF STAFF

Lt Gen Seán McCann
By Wesley Bourke
AN COSANTÓIR
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I also learned that you need to treat
people fairly to build up the mutual
respect that I think is essential to military
life by developing esprit de corps.
I am acutely aware of the quality of the
personnel I have served with over the last
40 years or so; the commitment given by
our personnel to the Defence Forces and
our country is outstanding. The sacrifices
they make in terms of family life and the
fact that they are regularly operating in
environments in which there is always an
inherent danger, is a testament to their
loyalty, commitment and courage.

What are your
views on the
Defence Forces’
contribution to the
state?
The Defence Forces makes a major contribution to the state both at home and
abroad. On the domestic front, the bottom
line is that down through the years we
have proven that we are a very loyal, flexible and capable organisation, that delivers measurable outputs to the state on a
daily basis.
Last year our EOD teams were called out
196 times, dealing with 67 potentially lethal,
viable IEDs. We also carry out over 2,000
cash-in-transit escorts a year and have a
100% record in safeguarding the escorted
funds. Every time someone takes cash out
of an ATM, the likelihood is that their
money has been escorted by our troops.
We also man the high-security prison
at Portlaoise 365 days a year.
In addition to protecting our fisheries,
Naval Service vessels also interdicted
€1.7 billion worth of drugs over the last
three years.
The Air Corps flew over 7,000 missions
last year, including air ambulance, ministerial transport, and aid to the civil power,
and both the Naval Service and the Air
Corps also work with other state agencies on many issues, from environmental
matters to science research and development.
The Defence Forces’ efforts during
last year’s bad winter were also highly
praised.
With regard to value for money, in
recent years the strength of the Defence
Forces has reduced from 11,500 to a temporary ceiling of 10,000 and has reduced
its military installations from 27 to 17.
The numerous efficiencies introduced
by the Defence Forces are held up as a
model of public sector reform by the
Taoiseach and the Minister of Finance,
and we have already implemented the
numerical reduction required by the last
budget. We were given three years to do
this and did it in less than one.
Abroad, our long record of service
with UN peacekeeping operations has
brought great credit to the Defence
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Forces and to the country as a whole; we
are after all a physical manifestation of
Irish foreign policy.
The deployment of our troops overseas also affords the country influence
on issues that we might not otherwise
get the chance. For example, when
General Nash was mission commander
for EUFOR Chad, he had direct contact
with Javier Solana at EU-level.
Furthermore, the fact we put boots on
the ground rather than just contributing
funds is a strong indication of our commitment; a point highlighted by the UN’s
Under Secretary General for
Peacekeeping, Alan Leroy, when he
praised the Irish Defence Forces contribution to Chad recently.
I think it is also a source of pride for
Irish people that their troops put themselves in danger in order to protect
defenceless people all around the world
and provide them with a safe and secure
environment to live in.

We don’t have a
major troop mission overseas at
the moment. What
does this mean for
the organisation?
The reason for not having a major
troop mission at present is that we had a
difficulty with the mandate for Chad.
However, both the Taoiseach and the
Minister of Defence have indicated that
they are committed to sending troops to
a suitably mandated mission.
We still have 150 people serving in 12
missions around the world, and this year
we have committed 153 personnel to the
EU Nordic Battle Group. These personnel
have recently completed their national
certification exercises in Kilworth and
will be participating in exercises in
Sweden during October and November.
We have also received sanction from
the government to participate in the 2012
EU Battle Group, and we are currently
engaged in the initial planning phase for
that task. We have had six major troop
deployments over the last ten years, so
we have been operating at a very high
tempo until recently - indeed, last year
alone almost 1,900 individual tours of
duty were completed.
I have focused very strongly on using
this period between missions to enhance
our training, to up-skill our personnel,
and to refurbish our equipment. It is very
important to remember that it is our
training and preparation at home that
make it possible for us to deploy and to
perform to the standard we have
achieved over many years. I am confident
that in the very near future we will have
the opportunity to have a major troop
deployment overseas, and a number of
options are being considered at present.

The Chief with his sister,
Comdt Miriam McCann
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meet the high standards that we have set
comparison. At just under 6% the proporWhat is your vision
for ourselves.
tion of females in the Defence Forces
for the future of
compares very favourably to Denmark,
Germany, France and the UK. In addition,
the Defence
It is 30 years now
in recent years we have had very strong
Forces?
intakes with females comprising 10% of
since women first
recruits and 20% of cadets.
As Chief of Staff, I intend to ensure that
joined the Defence
the Defence Forces continues to be an
Forces. What is
efficient, relevant, adaptable and flexible
Bullying and
organisation, which has the skills and
your
opinion
of
harassment in the
capabilities to fulfil all the roles we are
their role?
assigned by government. Our personnel
Defence Forces
must be well-trained, well-equipped, wellI think that above any organisation in
was a hot topic a
motivated and well-led, in order to perthe state, the Defence Forces is very
form the various tasks that are required
much an equal opportunities employer,
number of years
of us and be able to switch efficiently
and career advancement within the
ago. Do you think
from high-tempo peace-support or secuDefence Forces is based on ability and
rity operations at home or overseas, for
merit. We also have many family friendly
it is still a
example, to assisting the civil authorities
policies, including career breaks, and
in case of flooding or bad weather such
problem?
maternity and parental leave.
as that experienced last winter.
I will strive to ensure that we maintain
standards of excellence in everything we
do and the continuation of our great
ethos based on loyalty, discipline, duty
and honour.
We are in very challenging times, but I
am confident that we can continue to

Unlike other organisations, all
appointments within the Defence Forces
are open to both males and females. We
have female snipers, APC drivers, heavyvehicle technicians, pilots, and ships’
captains.
In terms of numbers of female personnel we measure up to any international

CHIEF OF STAFF
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Since 2002, the Defence Forces has
been transformed in terms of workplace
culture and two successive Independent
Monitoring Group reports have reported
favourably on the human resource initiatives we have implemented. In 2004, a
Defence Forces Equality Officer was
appointed and the Equality Status Policy
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was introduced in 2006.
We have very good formal and informal procedures to support our personnel,
including a confidential helpline, designated contact persons, a very effective
PSS system and, of course, the Defence
Forces Ombudsman.
Most units have now achieved the
‘Excellence Through People’ award and
the Cadet School has been held up as
being at the cutting edge of HR management.
The most recent report by the
Ombudsman has highlighted the initiatives that have been undertaken within
the Defence Forces and shows a steady
decrease in the number of notified complaints. This further reinforces the fact
that a culture of workplace dignity is
firmly embedded in the Defence Forces
and that our personnel have confidence
in the procedures that are in place.
In fact, in launching the second
Independent Monitoring Group report, Dr
Eileen Doyle said that’s she sincerely
admired what the Defence Forces had
done in a very short time, stating: ‘Their
work is a challenge and a model for
all workplaces in Ireland.’ I think that
says it all.

There is currently a
moratorium on
recruitment and
promotions. How is
that affecting the
Defence Forces?
Obviously the moratorium has had a
major impact. We are now over 18 months
into the moratorium and it’s beginning to
bite.
There’s a temporary ceiling of 10,000
imposed on us by the Dept of Finance, so
the challenge for us over the last year
has been to fit the establishment of
11,500 into 10,000. This has been worked
on in conjunction with the Dept of
Defence under the terms of the
Employment Control Framework (ECF).
The ECF has recently been submitted to
the Dept of Finance and we are awaiting
a formal response. I would anticipate
greater clarity in the areas of recruitment
and promotion once the ECF is
addressed.
Notwithstanding the challenges of
the ECF, we have recommenced general
service recruitment, albeit in a limited
manner, because recruitment is our
lifeblood. Getting new people into the
Defence Forces is essential. We went
through a period in the 80s when we
had little recruitment and it had a significant detrimental impact on the
organisation that we don’t want to see
repeated.
I am acutely aware of the importance
of promotion to morale. I am also antici-
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pating greater clarity and certainty in
this area when a response to the ECF
submission is received.

On the subject of
the RDF, what
does the future
hold for them?
I think the maintenance of a proper
reserve is a fundamental military principle. Equally, the connection that the
RDF gives us to many different parts of
the country is very important for the
organisation. I think the people who join
the RDF display a volunteerism that is
very important to society generally. In
my opinion, this concept, which may
have weakened somewhat during the
Celtic Tiger years, helps people to
become better citizens.
There is a value-for-money audit on
going at present, and no major decisions will be taken on the RDF until that
is completed. However, I think that
members of the Reserve have given
loyal service over the years, and I would
anticipate greater clarification of their
role once the audit is completed and
considered.

Finally, would you
tell us something
about your family
and your interests
outside the
Defence?
You could say military life is in my
blood; my father Jim served during the
Emergency, and he always spoke very
highly of his time in the Defence Forces.
He was a major influence on my decision to join the Army and also of my

sister, Comdt Miriam McCann, who was
one of the early female cadets.
I have two sons: Barry, who was recently
married, and Rory, who is a captain in the
Ordnance Corps.
Most of all I am blessed to have a wife,
Frances, who understands what army life
means to me.
The experiences of my own family life
have made me very aware of the commitment shown by the families of our personnel. We work unusual hours and are often
away from home for long periods, whether
overseas, serving at sea, or on exercise at
home. We must acknowledge the sacrifices
our families make, and the important role
that their support and understanding plays
in our organisation.
I have an interest in all sports, but my
main ones are rugby and golf. I developed a
passion for rugby at school in Cistercian
College, Roscrea. I particularly enjoyed the
work ethic and camaraderie that are so
vital to the game. It also gave me a great
understanding of how different skill sets
are necessary to build a cohesive team; for
example, a kicking out-half and a prop-forward will generally have very different
physiques and skills, but they are equally
important to the team effort. It is an appropriate metaphor, I think, for the ingredients
necessary to build and maintain a cohesive
Defence Forces.
I’ve finished playing for many years now,
but I’m still involved in Newbridge RFC,
and I take an active interest in the playing
careers of my sons.
I’m also lucky to live beside Curragh
Golf Club, the oldest, and, in my opinion,
one of the most unique golf courses in
Ireland. As GOC DFTC, I was honoured to
be appointed club president and I have also
served as club captain.
I try to play golf most weekends with a
close group of friends, which, until recently,
included the late Dermot Earley, rest in
peace, who we miss greatly.■

Lt Gen Seán McCann, with his wife Mrs Frances McCann
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Battle
Ready

Defence Forces prepare their
troops for service with the NBG
By Wesley Bourke Photographs by Armn Billy Galligan
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magine yourself as a sniper operating with your spotter in a hide
30k inside hostile territory, far from friendly forces. Since your
insertion 36hours earlier, you have had your eyes on an enemy
position just over 600m away. You can see them, but they can’t see
you. You have the ability to strike at the enemy, but the information
you are sending back is more important.
Such is likely to be the experience of members of the 150-strong
ISTAR (intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition and reconnaissance) Company that Ireland is providing to the Nordic Battle
Group for six months from January 2011.
It has been two years since the Defence Forces last participated
in an EU-led Nordic Battle Group (NBG). The battle group concept
is specifically designed as the European Union’s military component of its foreign policy, capable of rapidly deploying anywhere in
the world to carry out assigned tasks – humanitarian, natural disaster relief, conflict prevention, peace-keeping and peace-making
operations.
At present each contributing NBG nation, including Ireland, is
carrying out certification exercises prior to a joint exercise taking
place this November in Sweden.
As in 2008, Sweden is the lead nation in the 1,500-strong battle
group, while Norway, Finland, Estonia and Ireland are providing key

I

specialist units essential for a successful deployment.
The Defence Forces is providing an ISTAR company, an element
that is rapidly becoming a vital component of armed forces worldwide. The ISTAR concept is nothing new to the Defence Forces, as
Comdt Mick O’Brien (OC BG ISTAR Coy) explained, though this is
first time all the elements have been brought together to form a
designated ISTAR unit with the capability of operating up to 35 kilometres in advance of friendly forces, employing what are known as
‘sensors’.
‘Our ISTAR company comprises infantry, cavalry,
artillery, engineer and CIS specialists, operating
some of the most advanced vehicles, weapons,
surveillance, target acquisition and
communications equipment currently

21/10/2010
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available.’
Both the Mowag MRV (medium reconnaissance vehicle) and
the Defence Forces’ latest acquisition, the LTAV (light tactical
armoured vehicle), give their crews enhanced mobility, speed, firepower and protection as they operate their vehicle-mounted ISTAR
packages, which include forward-looking infrared (FLIR), laser
rangefinders and daytime TV cameras. These sensors are combined
with the LTAV’s remote weapons station (12.7mm HMG or 40mm
GMG) and with the Mowag MRV’s 30mm cannon turret.
The vehicles are also fitted with state-of-the-art GPS and VHF,
HF and satellite communications, enabling their crews to provide
real-time intelligence to the battle group commander and his operations staff back at headquarters.
From the Mowag and LTAV, the ISTAR Company can deploy

sniper and close target reconnaissance (CTR) teams, artillery forward observers using the AMSTAR (man-portable surveillance and
target acquisition radar) and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and
engineer reconnaissance teams to clear and map out natural and
enemy obstacles.
‘The company’s makeup, its assets and the personnel we have
onboard are superb,’ commented Comdt O’Brien.
While secreting a sniper team in a hide is one thing, many people
may question how it could be possible to make a 10-ton Mowag
invisible. Well believe me, it can be done. We watched a crew for
over an hour making their Mowag, and even the tracks it had made,
disappear. And that was the one we saw being hidden; apparently
we had walked straight passed two others!
For the ISTAR Company, the last few months are starting to
pay off. Soon they will join the rest of the battle group in Sweden
for a larger, full-scale series of exercises. Then from January
2011, the company will be on notice-to-move standby for six
months.
No matter what environment they may be deployed to we can be
confident that our ISTAR company will be operating efficiently, far
from home, hidden from view, and getting that vital information
back.■
A sniper prepares his weapon, whilst his comrade readies a UAV for
take-off. Both are deployed from the LTAV.
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The Government Jet
Air Corps Gulfstream IV

Four crew: 2 Pilots, 1 Engineer and 1 Flight Attendant

Can carry up to 14 passengers
Max take-off weight is 33,869kgs (74,600lbs)

The Gulfstream IV or government jet is flown by 102 Squadron, No1 Operations Wing.
Its may role is to provide secure transport to An tUachtarán, An Taoiseach, An Tánaiste,
members of Government and their staff, both on and off the island of Ireland.
This aircraft gives the Air Corps an intercontinental transport capability allowing it to
circulated the globe on various official and state missions since it entered service in
1991. Operating from Casement Aerodrome, Baldonnel, Dublin, this aircraft allows
flexibility in both time and destination not afforded by scheduled airlines.

def tech

Powered by 2 x Rolls Royce Tay Mk 611-8 turbofan engines
Maximum speed is Mach 0.88
Cruise speed is Mach 0.80

Length:
26.92m (88ft 4in)

Wing Span:
23.72 m (77ft 10in)
Endurance: 8hrs 45mins
(plus reserves)

Service Ceiling:
45,000ft

Range:
3,800nm
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Ireland assumes lead
by Lt Col Kieran Brennan
ith our accession to the chair of the Forum for
Security Co-operation (FSC) of the
Organisation for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE) on September 1st and with our
impending chairmanship of the OSCE in January
2012, Ireland will for the first time assume a key leadership role within the OSCE.
The OSCE can trace its origins to the early 1970s
and to the Helsinki Final Act, and the creation of the
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe
(CSCE), which at the height of the Cold War served
as an important multilateral forum for dialogue
between East and West. Ireland was one of the original signatories of this act, which was signed on
August 1st 1975.
The complex security challenges of the 21st
century - from climate change to the spectre of terrorism - have made it clear that co-operation between
the 56 OSCE members is needed more than ever.
Europe faces new threats and challenges, and the
OSCE, with its multi-faceted approach to security,
offers the region a forum for political dialogue and
negotiation, and a platform for multi-lateral partnerships that pursue practical work on the ground.
Security touches on many aspects of the way we
live and are governed. The OSCE has a comprehensive view of security and takes
action in the politico-military,
economic and environmental,
and the human dimensions.
The OSCE takes a broad
approach to the politico-military
dimension of security, focusing
on arms control; border management; combating terrorism, organised crime and human trafficking; conflict prevention; military reform; and policing.
The organisation also seeks to enhance military
security by promoting greater openness, transparency and co-operation between its participating states.
The politico-military dimension is dealt with by the
FSC, which is one of the two Vienna-based decisionmaking bodies of the OSCE, the other being the
Permanent Council (PC).
While the PC is chaired by the Chairman in Office
of the OSCE (currently Kazakhstan) the chair of the
FSC rotates every four months among the participating states. Ireland assumed a key leadership role
within the OSCE for the first time when it took over
the chair of the FSC last month. The Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Micheál Martin, officially launched
Ireland’s chairmanship in an address to the Forum on
September 8th in Vienna.
Over the coming months, Ambassador Eoin
O’Leary, who will chair the FSC, and his military
advisor, Col Michael Gannon, will provide the
necessary expertise and corporate knowledge
needed to progress the work of the forum.
Given the importance attached to the work of the
forum, the Defence Forces assigned two officers, Lt
Claire Mortimer and myself, to the Permanent
Mission in Vienna as part of the FSC Team. My role is
as the Deputy Military Advisor to the FSC Chair,
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while Lt Mortimer provides administrative and logistical support. We deployed to Vienna in June where we
were fully briefed on OSCE institutions and key personnel, and helped prepare for Ireland’s accession to
the FSC chair.
In addition, the Department of Foreign Affairs
assigned Patrick O’Reilly (also a member of the 62
Infantry Reserve Battalion) as First Secretary to the
Permanent Mission in Vienna. Mr O’Reilly brings
significant diplomatic experience from his previous
assignments in Ljubljana and The Hague.
Traditionally, September to December each year is
the busiest period for the FSC chairmanship as it
includes a series of negotiations on decisions in the
lead up to the annual OSCE Ministerial meeting in
December.
However, Ireland’s term as FSC chair is set to be
dominated by the OSCE Summit that will take place
in Astana, Kazakhstan, on December 1st-2nd 2010.
The last OSCE meeting at head of state- or government-level was in Istanbul in 1999, but unlike the
Istanbul Summit, which was two years in preparation,
agreement to hold a summit in 2010 was only reached
last July. As a consequence, the work load of the FSC
will be extremely heavy over the coming months.
The summit will enable states to reaffirm their
commitment to the OSCE and map
out a plan of action for strengthening co-operative action in the years
ahead. Ireland will have a significant input into the Astana summit’s
outcome, with the FSC team playing an important role.
Meeting weekly over the coming months, the FSC
will focus on achieving consensus on improvements
to the Vienna Document (a comprehensive agreement
signed in 1999 on exchanging information concerning
military forces); promoting the non-proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction; improving the control
of small-arms and light weapons - from production to
storage, to destruction and dealing with stockpiles
of conventional ammunition.
Apart from the FSC weekly meeting, which also
includes two working groups chaired by Col Gannon,
meetings at bilateral and multilateral levels will also
be conducted by Mr O’Reilly and myself for the purpose of building consensus between participating
states on contentious issues, with a view to formulating a common position, thereby allowing the FSC to
take the necessary decisions.
While one of the key functions of Ireland’s chairmanship of the FSC over the coming months will be in
providing key inputs into the summit, we will also take
advantage of our current position to highlight a number of issues of particular importance to Ireland.
Baroness Nuala O’Loan will make a presentation
to the forum on women, peace and security, throwing
focus on UNSC Resolution 1325 as its 10th anniversary approaches. In addition, former Irish army officer
John Ging of UNWRA Gaza will give a presentation
on confidence and security, providing a unique insight
from the field.
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leading role in OSCE
During his speech to the forum in September,
Minister Martin confirmed that Ireland would fund a
number of FSC projects during Ireland’s chairmanship to include: €9,000 to Moldova for the destruction
of air bombs; €10,000 to Ukraine to rehabilitate certain
areas contaminated by explosive remnants of war;
and €75,000 for the police advisory group to
Kyrgyzstan that is being established by the OSCE
following a serious outbreak of ethnic violence in that
country during June 2010.
Looking to the future, Ireland will continue to play
a key leadership role in the OSCE, particularly when it
assumes full chairmanship of the OSCE in 2012. In his
address, Minister Martin said: ‘The OSCE plays an
important role in conflict prevention and resolution,
particularly in relation to the protracted conflicts in
the region. As chair we will work hard to contribute to
the resolution of these conflicts, drawing on our experiences in this area in the context of the Northern
Ireland peace process.’
The Department of Foreign Affairs is actively
preparing for Ireland’s accession to the OSCE Chair
in 2012, with Defence Forces personnel again expected to make an important contribution to this key international role for Ireland.
Lt Claire Mortimer
(PSO to SIO)
‘When I first found out that I was going overseas to
Vienna, I was immediately concerned about my lack of
knowledge of both the mission and the OSCE. To
address this, I did some pre-deployment research and
soon realised that it is a very active and complex
organisation with many dimensions.

My job is mainly administrative and logistical in
nature, which in an organisation like the OSCE is
demanding to say the least. I also need to be clued in
to what is going on at the various meetings because
with such a small team, we all need to give an input
and voice our opinion.
To work so closely with such experienced people,
and to be directly involved in the political-military
dimension of the OSCE at such an early stage in my
career, has, to date, been a very rewarding experience.’
Mr Patrick O’Reilly
(First Secretary)
‘This is my third foreign posting with the Department
of Foreign Affairs, after serving in our embassies in
The Hague and Ljubljana. My current role as part of
the FSC team is to provide diplomatic and political
advice regarding the political-military aspects of the
OSCE’s work.
In particular, I deal with certain confidence- and
security-building measures, such as the exchange of
Lt Claire Mortimer
information on military forces, and the OSCE’s plan of
action on small-arms and light weapons.
Our chairmanship of the FSC is a particularly challenging and exciting time, and will provide very useful
preparation for Ireland’s chairmanship of the OSCE in
2012. ‘Since 1996, I have also had the great honour to
serve in the RDF with A Company, 62 Infantry
Reserve Battalion, and this first-hand exposure to the
Defence Forces has really helped me in my work and
in dealings with my military colleagues on this
mission.’■

Mr Patrick O’Reilly
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THE INSTRUCTOR’S VIEWS
By Cpl McEaney (5 Inf Bn)
ilitary-operations-in-urban-terrain (MOUT) is a
term we in the Defence Forces are going to be
hearing a lot more of. Nearly 75% of the world’s
population now live within urban centres, and the
major conflicts of today, such as Iraq and
Afghanistan, show how small, well-motivated forces
can engage and inflict significant casualties on larger,
technologically superior forces. Consequently, this is
an area of training that the Defence Forces cannot
ignore. With that in mind, the Defence Forces has
been conducting fighting-in-built-up-areas (FIBUA)
instructor courses for a number of years and has
recently opened the newly-constructed Multi-Training
Facility (MTF) in the DFTC, to augment the existing
facilities at the old coastal battery at Fort Davis,
Cobh, County Cork.
In accordance with 2 E Bde’s training plan,
5 Infantry Battalion conducted two FIBUA Young Entry
(YE) courses, culminating in a company-level exercise
in August. The YE course is designed to teach students the basic skills and drills necessary for infantry
troops operating in a hostile urban environment.
Students were taught room clearance, firstly in
assaulting pairs and then building up to section- and
platoon-level, and effective use of the additional
equipment carried by the infantry section in a FIBUA
environment, such as the method-of-entry (MOE) kits,
‘knock-knocks’ (battering ram), ladders and explosive
charges.
The students were also shown the bigger picture of
urban operations and were instructed in both offensive and defensive phases of FIBUA operations.
Once all the skills had been learned it was time to
put them into practice during a week-long exercise.
This began with an explosive MOE demonstration in
the Glen of Imaal by the engineers from 2 Field
Engineering Company, which included the use of
shaped charges to create ‘mouse-holes’ (an entry
point made into a room instead of using the door) in
concrete walls and Bangalore torpedoes to breach
wire obstacles.
The next two days were spent in the MTF, where the
students were put through an intensive programme of
exercises at section- and platoon-level, which included
building assault; urban resupply; casualty collection;
battlefield casualty replacement and POW/civilian
evacuation.
The final, company-level exercise started with
orders and battle preparation in McKee Barracks and a
helicopter insertion the following morning into
Gormanston Camp, where the exercise ‘enemy’, Alpha
Land Forces, had embedded themselves. 1 Platoon succeeded in their primary task by breaking into the camp
and securing a foothold. Forty minutes later 2 Platoon
arrived and secured their first objective and although
number 3 Platoon were slightly delayed they were keen
Top: Troops enter a
to join the fight and it wasn’t long before they were
building via a window
tasked and launched onto their first objective.
and are briefed on the
After nearly four-and-a-half hours of tough FIBUA
enemy’s position.
operations, Gormanston Camp was completely
secured and cleared of all enemy forces. The compaBottom: A soldier uses a ny’s three platoons had swept two sectors each, clear‘knock-knock’ to gain
ing 12 buildings in total.
access to the building.
As the company achieved its final objective, it was
clear to the instructors that the skills of all the students had developed to the point where they could
Far right: A Section
Commander prepares to operate competently in an urban environment with
lead his team in a room confidence, regardless of what tasks they were
assigned.
clearance exercise.
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THE STUDENTS’ VIEWS
By Cpls Craven and McGeogh (5 Inf Bn)

he first phase of the FIBUA YE course comprised
a four-day bloc of lectures. Day one covered
assisted lifts, the correct use of ladders and other
specialised FIBUA equipment and, more importantly, getting used to these new techniques while wearing full kit, which clearly showed us how physically
demanding FIBUA is on the body and the high level
of physical fitness and endurance is required.
Day two began with high-level entry and room
clearance drills, introduction to the MOE kits and the
‘knock-knock’ tool and how to use the equipment correctly.
Days three and four consisted of section- and
platoon-level clearance drills, finishing with the
usual general test.
The second phase began with an explosives
demonstration in the Glen of Imaal, which included
satchel charges; Bangalore torpedoes and improvised explosives. This was highly informative, clearly
showing the damage these explosives can cause.
The next two days were conducted in the MTF in
the Curragh where we practiced four training stands
on the first day: resupply, high-level entry, subterranean, and casualty evacuation/POW/civilian drills
- all done at section-level. The second day was taken
up mainly with platoon-level tactics.

T

All the students agreed that they found the MTF an
excellent training facility for honing their skills and drills.
The final day saw the entire course joined by exercise troops involved in a company-size assault, (exercise ‘Urban Warrior‘) on an enemy force located in
Gormanston Camp. After insertion by helicopter each
platoon cleared their respective sectors, and took turns
in providing a fire base for an advancing platoon or acting in reserve.
By 1400 hours all mission objectives were secured
and enemy forces either killed or captured. This was
achieved mainly due to the high standards of communication, skills, effort and drills acquired by the students
and exercising troops over the previous weeks of
instruction.
Overall, the course was very beneficial and it should
become a regular feature of future career and skills
courses. Though it is necessary for soldiers to still train
for conventional section and platoon operations, the
recent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan have highlighted
the need to develop our infantry skills for military operations in urban terrain. Future peacekeeping and enforcement missions may require our troops to operate in
urban environments and we must continue to hone our
war-fighting capabilities, enabling our soldiers to
become effective urban warriors.■
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Here, we will look at some of the practical aspects of military training
and show you how the Defence Forces prepares soldiers for service,
at home and abroad. Though informative, the articles however are
not designed to replace the military instructor, but we hope they will
spur on our readers to want to learn more. Likewise, it might rekindle
in former soldiers, memories of how they were taught. All suggestions for future articles are welcomed.

TACTICAL AIDES
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FIRE ACTION
Each year, fire in the home and in the
workplace kills and injures many people.
With a bit of forward planning, knowing
where your fire alarms, extinguishers and
exits are could mean the difference
between live and death. Here, with the
help of the DFTC Fire Crew, we outline
some of the basic fire safety drills to carry
out in the event of a fire, or if you decide
to fight a fire, how to properly use a fire
extinguisher.
These salient points are clearly displayed at your fire extinguisher points
within your barracks, post or office.
On di scov e ring a f i re
• Sound the alarm by operating the
nearest fire alarm point
• Leave the building by the nearest exit
available
• Attack the fire with extinguisher ONLY
if it safe to do so
• Report to your designated assembly
point
On he a ring t he a l a rm
• Leave the building by the NEAREST
EXIT
• Close all doors behind you
• Report to your designated assembly
point
• Do NOT re-enter the building until
authorised to do so
• Do NOT use lift
Fire Extinguishers
Fire extinguishers are positioned at key
points within a building for your own safety
and to minimise the spread of fire. Different
types of fire require different types of extinguishers and are coloured-coded.

They are:
• White (Water): Paper, carpets and furniture (All combustible materials)
• Black (Co2 Gas): Electrical wiring,
machine and flammable liquid
• Blue (Dry Powder): Petrol, paints,
gases, oil and combustible materials
• Cream (AFFF Foam Spray): Oil, petrol,
paints and combustible materials
How to use an
extinguisher
Once you decide that it is safe to tackle a
fire, first ensure you selected the right
extinguisher and that it is serviceable. You
will know this by seeing that the extinguisher’s safety pin is secured by a
plastic clip.
Next, place the extinguisher on the
ground and remove the plastic clip and
the safety pin.
Grasp the extinguisher’s carrying handle and lever with one hand and point the
nozzle towards the fire with the other.
From a safe distance, spray the extinguisher’s contents onto the base of the
fire until it is extinguished.
Fire safety in the home
Naturally, you are not going to have a
bank of colour-coded extinguishers and an
elaborate fire alarm system in your home.
But, with a few simple steps and a small
bit of education, you can save lives in the
event of a fire.
Like the workplace, ensure everyone in
your family knows how to raise the alarm
(shouting for help or by ringing 999/112)
and how to get out safely.
Place smoke alarms in your home and
make sure they have a battery and test

them weekly.
At night when going to bed, turn off all
electrical appliances and close all doors.
In the kitchen, have either a fire blanket or
extinguisher (or both) handy in case of a
cooker fire or even if you are using a barbecue in the garden.
Likewise, if you are using an open fire
or a gas-bottled heater, ensure both are
extinguished before you go to bed and a
fireguard is placed around them.
If you smoke, don’t fall asleep with a
cigarette in your hand and keep all
matches, lighters and combustible materials out of the reach of little hands.
Happy Halloween
Halloween can be a fun time for the family, but be vigilant around bonfires and fireworks, which are still illegal in Ireland.
The misuse of fireworks can kill or cause
injury. Remember to keep children at a
safe distance from any bonfires you are
attending.

For more on fire safety in the home,
checkout: www.environ.ie or talk to your
barrack/post Fire Safety officer or NCO.■
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TOWER No.7
By WESLEY BOURKE
Photographs by Armn Billy Galligan
he Irish landscape is littered with manmade structures dating back through
history, all with their own story to tell.
Some, like the Newgrange passage
tombs are world renowned, while others, like
the hundreds of Norman stone keeps, have
blended into the landscape and go unnoticed from one day to the next. There
could be an old manor house, castle, church
or barracks in your area that you pass by
every day without it even registering.
For Niall O’Donoghue, walking past
Martello Tower No.7 on Tara Hill in Killiney
along the Dublin coast every day stimulated
his curiosity. He wanted to know more. What
was this strange looking tower? Who built it
and why?
Niall’s interest in the structure grew to
the point that he decided to buy and restore
it to the splendour it had enjoyed before
experiencing decades of neglect.
For those of you who may be wondering
what a Martello tower is, Niall explained:
‘Well, as you know, while under British rule,
the Irish coastline was fortified on several
occasions to prevent invasion. Rather than
building large fortifications in every bay the
simple and effective design of the Martello
tower was adopted. A single tower, standing
40ft high, would have a cannon placed on top
capable of traversing 360º.
‘First built during the Napoleonic wars
(approx 1804), these towers are scattered
across the former British Empire, from
England to Canada, from Bermuda to Sierra
Leone, and as far south as Australia. They
were generally built right on the shoreline
and where there is one, you will usually find
others close-by.’
Niall’s friend, Paul, a local historian, took
up the story. ‘Dublin Bay was deemed a priority after examining Major La Chaussé’s
analysis of its vulnerability to attack,’ he told
us. ‘When you look at the old Dublin Bay
maps you will see that there were 32 gun
emplacements. The majority were towers but
some were gun batteries. In South Dublin,
No.1 was in Bray and No.16 in Sandymount,
while in North Dublin No.1 was in Sutton,
going up to No 16 in Ballbriggan. The interlocking fire across the bay from these
emplacements meant an enemy ship had no
chance.’
In recent years, Bono lived in one of these
towers in Bray and the one in Sandycove,
James Joyce Tower, is a museum.
Haulbowline Island, where the Naval Service
is located, also has a Martello tower. Alas,
not all have survived the test of time.
The Martello tower was an ingenious
design. It had sloping walls to deflect cannon balls, the guns could fully traverse to
defend against a landward assault, and the
walls were up to 10ft thick, giving the 16-man
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garrison adequate protection to hold out
indefinitely.
‘The British got the idea for using the
Martello Tower design after they attacked the
French at Mortella (Myrtle) Point on Corsica
in 1794,’ Niall says. ‘The French were using
towers from the original Genovese defence
system and after enduring two days of bombardment by British ships, the towers were
finally taken by land - luckily for the British
the big 18-pounders in the French towers did
not traverse fully, a lesson the British rectified in their own design.’
There were some 170 Martello Towers built
in the British Isles alone, with forty of them
in Ireland, and each one is unique. ‘No two in
the world are exactly the same,’ Paul says,
‘and No.7 is even more unique, as it is an
enfilading tower. That means it’s back from
the shoreline on a high point and its commander could see the entire bay and coordinate the fire from all the other towers.’
Paul is absolutely right. From Tower No.7
you can see right across the entire bay and at
the time a commander would have been able
to signal to all the other positions across the
bay. As we looked across the bay, ferries and
cargo vessels entering Dublin Port came
across our imaginary field of fire. It’s not
hard to imagine the damage that would be
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sustained by a wooden ship taking fire from
all angles.
The work Niall has done on his tower is
remarkable. What was once a dump for the
Dublin Corporation has now got a three-gun
battery below the tower, with an earthen
glacis. During excavations and the removal
of 300 lorry loads of rubbish, a coach house;
artillery store; tool shed; and gunner’s cottage with a gunpowder store were unearthed.
‘Of course, everything had to be practically rebuilt from scratch and they have all now
been beautifully restored’, Niall said proudly.
Niall, now living in the gunner’s cottage, is
ready to be called into action at the sound of
an approaching French fleet. This isn’t really
surprising as the inside of the tower really
brings you back in time. You do get a sense of
how the original occupants went about their
daily business. There are areas for the men
who were on duty and there is a pulley system built into the tower for bringing the
18-pounder, cannon balls and black powder
to the crown of the tower.
The pièce de résistance in the restoration
is the fully working King George III
Blomefield 18-pounder cannon, mounted on a
traversing carriage on the crown of the Tower.
Niall had this gun specially built and proofed
inthe UK. On special occasions, ships in
Dublin Bay are treated to its roar.
‘One thing Paul and I got our hands on in
during our research here and in the UK is the
original plans,’ says Niall. ‘None exist for any
of the towers anywhere in the world. This is
quite remarkable considering there were so
many of them. If anyone can help, please get
in touch because there are still a few little
puzzles we have to solve.’

With the evolution of exploding shells and
rifled guns and the subsiding of the threat of
invasion, the Martello towers became obsolete. However, towers such as No.7 still
proudly stand guarding against an invasion
that they will never have to face. Not all have
been as magnificently restored as Niall’s, but
they each have a story to tell. Although No.7
is on private property, it is open to the public
during the national heritage week each year.■

HISTORY
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Looking south towards Bray Head and (inset)
looking north towards Dublin Bay with a
Martello Tower visible on Dalkey Island.

(Top) A scale model of No.7 Tower.
(Above) Paul and Niall standing in front
of the Martello Tower.
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Mizen to Malin 2010
By Sgt Damian Faulkner (105 Sqn)
une 20th last was earmarked for the Air
Corps M2M (Malin to Mizen) Challenge
to raise awareness and funds for the
LARCC cancer support centre in
Mullingar, Co Westmeath. The route for the
M2M was not the straightforward ‘up-themiddle-with-smoke’. Oh no, that would be
too easy. So, the more scenic route along
the coast was chosen – though thankfully
not for the whole trip.
Training spins had taken place in the
weeks leading up to the event to assess the
levels of individual fitness and the overall
speed of the group. Then on June 19th our
50 intrepid fundraisers, included Air Corps
cyclists, members of the Lucan Road
Cycling Club and a group of serving and
retired Air Corps walkers who would walk
some of the cycling route, met up in
Baldonnel, had lunch and loaded up the
transport down to Barley Cove on June 19th.
After a restless night’s sleep, we woke to
find the sun shining down on Mizen Head,
as wheels, saddles, bars and brakes were all
checked before we set off for the twokilometre trip to the headland and the start
of our epic journey. Air Corps chaplain and
cyclist extraordinaire, Fr Gerry Carroll, gave
the group a blessing, ‘May the road rise to
meet you all’. Then, with butterflies in our
bellies, it was ‘now or never’, as we set off
with MPs from 4 W Bde providing the
escort.
The first day’s trek took us from Mizen
Head to Tralee with only two mountains in
the way! Caha Pass was a real tester and on
the way to the top the Lucan boys thought
they were on track for the ‘King of the Hills’
title before the Air Corps’ Sgt Randall
Burke put them straight as he crested the
top in front.
We gladly regrouped to fill water bottles
after the climb and readied ourselves for
the trip to Kenmare, skirting the
Macgillycuddy’s and on into Killarney, where
lunch was taken under the canopy of the
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local Topaz garage before setting off again
for Ballymullen Bks in Tralee. With just 20k
to go, the pace shot up and all of a sudden it
felt like a stage from the Tour de France,
with the speed merchants taking turns at
the front. I looked at my speedometer to see
49kph glaring back at me just before I
thought my chest was going to burst open.
We crossed the imaginary finish line and
regrouped for a Garda escort into the town
following 144k, five hours in the saddle and
around 6,000 calories burned.
One of our group, Flt Sgt Mossie Maher
(retd), an All-Ireland winner with Offaly,
made a call to a couple of his friends who
lived in the area and as a result, after a
short rest, we found ourselves in the company of two Kerry GAA greats – Mike
Sheehy and Darragh O’Shea. After dinner
in the town it was an early night for most in
preparation for the next day’s 180k trek to
Galway.
The next morning started with a mad
dash to make the ferry at Tarbart. Cpl Danno
Morrissey led the way on the Clare leg with
a brief stop at his family homestead in
Curraclare. Next it was on to Galway
through Milltown Malbay, Lahinch and the
Burren. After regrouping on the outskirts of
Galway we headed to Dún Uí Mhaoilíosa for
the night. Some intrepid members of the
group ventured into town for a pint and a
bag of chips after we were informed that
day three would be the shortest.
After breakfast we left Galway, stopping
off again at another Topaz garage, who kindly sponsored free coffee and sandwiches for
all. The next leg was north-east towards
Lough Corrib, turning west past Lough
Mask, stopping off in the picturesque village
of Cong for lunch. In the area we hit some
typical Irish road works with one diversion
sign pointing back up the road we had just
come down. After a few detours, we were
back on the road to Castlebar and what
should have been an 80k trip, ended up as a

112km expedition round the hills and lakes
of and Mayo.
Day four’s destination was Finner Camp
in Donegal via Sligo. At this stage our legs
and bodies were beginning to hurt with
plenty of groans emanating from the pack
as riders shifted around their saddles trying
to get comfortable.
Finner was a welcome site as it would be
our home for the next two nights, which
meant we could actually hang clothes up
instead of living out of our rucksacks. Plus,
the thoughts of a swim in the sea that would
aid the speedy recovery of tired and aching
bones brought us added comfort.
On the last leg of our journey to Malin
Head the toll of the last four days began to
take its toll, with the groans getting progressively louder. The fastest speed recorded on our trek was 82kph into Letterkenny
(downhill, wind -assisted), before the final
push onto the Inishowen peninsula with the
end in sight.
Finally, we all made it up the last climb,
after which we posed for the group photo
before loading up the bikes onto the trucks.
Then, after everyone had a well-deserved
bottle of beer, we headed back to Finner for
dinner.
Later that night in the NCOs’ Mess, An
Tánaiste, Mary Coughlan TD, joined us for
our fundraising draw, which had prizes
ranging from a brand new Toyota Yaris to
€1,500. After that it was into Bundoran for a
very sociable evening in the full knowledge
that there was no climbing onto the bike the
next day, but only the trip back to Dublin
with time for swapping stories about our
750k epic cycle.
On September 9th a representative
group of our cyclists cycled to the LARCC
in Mullingar. Following tea and sandwiches,
Col Paul Fry (OC Air Corps) and Lt Col
James Lynott (SSO Personnel) joined the
cyclists in presenting the princely sum of
€22,000 to LARCC’s Sue Bennett. The group
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also got an opportunity to see LARCC’s
new home on the former agricultural college
a few miles north of their current location.
Extensive refurbishment has commenced
and it is hoped that up to 20 rooms for
respite care will become available to people
who are living with cancer, along with a
café, restaurant and car parking.
The Herculean effort of all the participants, walkers included, would not have
been possible without the support of Maj
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Gen James, Brig Gen Hegarty (GOC 4 W
Bde), Lt Col Hanna (HQ 4 W Bde), Lt Col
Murphy (OC 1 Cn Cois), Lt Col Meehan
(OC 28 Inf Bn) , Comdt O’Connor (2i/c 28
Inf Bn) and CQMS Masterson
(Ballymullen Bks). Thanks also to Comdt
Waters, whose MPs kept us on the
straight and narrow. To quote Churchill,
‘Never has so much been owed by so
many to so few.’ ■

Representative Series
On October 20th, our DF GAA hurlers and footballers pitted
themselves against the best the Bank of Ireland had to offer in this
year’s Representative Series match. Alas, it wasn’t the Defence
Forces day in Semple Stadium, as the bank took both the football
and hurling trophies. The final scores were: Football - BOI 3-8 to
the DF 2-8. Hurling - BOI 3-14 to the DF 4-10.

DF Inter-Brigade
GAA Football
Championships

Action from the
Representative Series

Congratulations to the DFTC who won the 2010 DF Inter-Brigade
Football Championships on September 15th. In a closely fought
game, the Gaelic footballers from the DFTC took this year’s silverware from the 2 E Bde team with a winning score of 12 points to 8
points. Though it was a dry day, the wind played havoc with the ball
as each team tried to break through its opponent’s stiff defence.■

Inter-Brigade Champions: DFTC
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This month we feature a number of
products that might just make your life a bit
more comfortable when out on the ground.
Thanks to The Great Outdoors for supplying
all the products for review.

GADGETS
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O ve r t he la st fe w ye a rs com pu t e r t e chnology and spe c i f ic a lly we a ra ble or pa c k a ble com pu t e r
t e chnology ha s be com e more and more prev a le nt in t he world o f ou t door and adv e n t ure spor t s. T hi s is
a good t hing, a llow ing us t o c ap t ure ev e ry epic mom e n t, re cord ev e ry ac c e le ra t e d he a r t be a t, se nd t he
gloa t ing t w e e t f rom t he moun t a in t op and f ind our way ba c k hom e ag a in, a ll t ha nk s t o t he digi t a l age.
H ere we che c k ou t som e o f t he la t e st and gre a t e st t e ch ge a r and, ye s, ba t t e rie s a re inc lude d.
GO Pro HD Helmet Hero
Camera
Price: €349
Go Pro has
quickly established themselves as the
adventure sports
camera and the
HD Helmet Hero
is their flagship
model boasting real HD quality 1080p
resolution at 30 frames per second. In
layman’s terms, this makes for some jaw
droppingly, sharp and super-smooth
footage. The camera comes with mounts
to attach to a helmet, making it perfect
for climbing, mountaineering or snow
sports and is also waterproof to 60m,
making it compatible with their optional
surfboard mount. The camera can also be
used for shooting stills and can be automatically set to take a picture every 2-510-30 or 60 seconds - meaning you can
concentrate on the perfect run, route or
wave.
POLAR FT60 Heart Rate
Monitor and Fitness
Trainer
Price: €235
Heart Rate Monitors or
HRMs as they are known
have come a long way.
These days they are pretty - much like having a
personal trainer strapped
to your wrist. The FT60 is a sleek
machine that is aimed at committed fitness trainers. The included STAR program tells you how much and at what
intensity to train and creates a weekly
program based on your fitness goals. All
very impressive stuff and it sure beats
being yelled at by a gym instructor.

Bushnell Backtrack GPS
Price: €85.00
A genius little
device that is small
enough to fit in a
pocket! The Backtrack
is a stripped down
GPS that just needs to
be activated at the
start of your trip, when
the time comes, simply press the button again and it shows
you how to get back. So, if it’s looking for
your car in long-term parking, your hotel
while on a weekend city break or even
your tent at a festival campsite, the
Bushnell Backtrack will certainly help
you find it.
The North Face E-Tip Glove
Price: €30
Cold winter winds with sub zero temperatures and touch screens
are not a pleasant combination. Try sending an
SMS from your iPhone
while sitting on a
freezing chairlift in
Val Thorens and you
will know what I
mean?
This is where the
E-Tip glove excels.
The index finger and
thumb have special panels allowing for
them to be used with touch screens without removing your gloves. Compatible
with iPhone and all other touch screen
phones, iPad and laptop track pads.
These are without doubt one of the best
products for winter tech lovers. Now
available in The Great Outdoors Store,
Dublin and in the North Face Store,
Temple Bar, Dublin 2.■

October Competition
This month we have a pair of North Face
E-Tip Gloves to give away, kindly sponsored
by The Great Outdoors Store. To be in with a
chance to win this excellent piece of kit,
simply answer the following questions
which all relate to this month’s magazine
1. Who is the Chief of Staff?
2. What does NBG mean?
3. What unit conducted a recent FIBUA
course?
Competition closing date is: November 13th.

B ec au se our S ep t em be r ma g a z ine wa s
ou t la t e la st mon t h, we hav e ex t e nde d
t he clo sing da t e t o O ct obe r 28t h.
Send all entries with your name and address
to:
October (or September)
Competition
An Cosantóir DFHQ,
Ceannt Bks, DFTC,
Curragh Camp,
Co Kildare
Or email to: subs@military.ie

July-August Winner
The answers to the July-August
competition were:
1. 1960
2. Thompson & Son
3. 4 Fd Arty Regt
Congratulation to: Cpl Rachael Greene,
1 Cn Cois and Oliver Byrne, Lucan, Co
Dublin. A Victorinox Rescue Tool is on its
way to you both.
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NOTICEBOARD
This page is designed to give our readers an easy-to-follow list of important numbers, addresses and websites. Readers
can also submit notices that may be of interest to others. Please keep notices to the point, include your contact details
and send by email to: magazine@military.ie or by post to:
Editor An Cosantóir, DFHQ, Infirmary Road, Dublin 7, Ireland.
■ Important Contacts
■ An Cosaantóir 2011 Diaries
Staffcare 1800 409 388
Don’t forget to place your diary order
www.alone.ie 01 6791032
early. Email: Subs@military.ie
www.samaritans.org 1850 609 090
www.citizeninformation.ie
■ ANSAC Credit Union
www.teenline.ie 1800 833 634
S ep t em be r Dr a w
www.aware.ie 1890 303 302
1st Prize €10,000 John Thompson,
DF Benevolent Fund 01 8046185
Limerick
www.cafnbo.com 01 6711841
2nd Prize €5,000 Jimmy Losty, Co Cork
www.caoga-defenceforces.com 01 8042785
3rd Prize €2,500 Anthony O’Neill,
www.ansaccu.ie 01 8554489
Portadown
www.mabs.ie 1890 283438
4th Prize €1,500 Barry O’Gorman,
www.odf.ie 01 6633222
Co Kilkenny
www.oneconnect.ie 01 4850600
€500 Winne rs
www.inuva.com 01 6791262
Graham Hogan, Dublin 12
www.iarco.info/
Gerry McGarry, Sligo
www.irishsoldiers.com 01 6777853
Denis Hegarty, Co Cork
www.republic-ofAlan McKenna, Co Louth
ireland.britishlegion.org.uk 01 6713044
€100 Winne rs
www.raco.ie 01 8042517
Thomas Kane, Co Dublin
www.pdforra.ie 1800 200 250
Steven Smith, Co Louth
www.rdfra.ie 045 445204
John Byrne, Co Donegal
■ Family Income Supplement
Daniel Cummins, Co Tipperary
PDFORRA have issued an information
Stephen Hardiman, Dublin 17
circular pertaining to the Family Income
John Morris, Co Kildare
Supplement and how members of the
Damien Geraghty, Co Louth
Defence Forces maybe eligible to claim.
Daniel Curran, Kildare Town
For more details, checkout: pdforra.ie or
Domnick Rooney, Co Cork
welfare.ie
Mary Connolly, Dublin 7
Michael Jordan, Dublin 7
■ Medal Mounting
Aidan Byrne, Co Monaghan
VOC Medal Mounting Service.
Marcus Callon, Co Louth
Competitive prices. Contact Vinny at:
Padraig Clarke, Co Roscommon
01-8475617
John McCormack, Longford Town
The next draw will take place on
■ Pakistan Appeal
October 28th
A number of Irish-based charities are
raising much need funds for the people of ■ DF Contacts
D e f e nc e Forc e s HQ
Pakistan left homeless from the recent
DFHQ/DOD 01 8042000
floods. List below are a few websites who
www.military.ie or www.defence.ie
are working in the country.
Finance Branch DoD 091 743700
www.unicef.ie
www.worldvision.ie
2 Ea st e rn Br ig a de
www.redcross.ie
Cathal Brugha Bks 01 8046000
www.trocaire.org
Aiken Bks 042 9332295
www.concern.net
Gormanston Camp 01 8412102
■ Counselling Service
Kilbride Camp 01 4582169
Affordable, confidential and one-to-one
McKee Bks 01 8046000
counselling service to Defence Forces
Military Archives 01 8046457
personnel. For more, contact: Stephen
St Bricin’s Hospital 01 8042000
Keogh BA (Hons) in Counselling and
Psychotherapy. Phone: 087-0935510.
1 Sou t he rn Br ig a de
Based in Raheny, Dublin. Stephen is a
Ballymullen Bks 066 7121871
retired member of the Defence Forces
Collins Bks 021 4514000
having served in the Army Aptce Sch,
Kickham Bks 054 21222
6 Fd S&T Coy, Curragh Comd Veh Wkps
Kilworth Camp 025 24011
and AC Tpt Sec.
McCann Bks 0504 31503
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Sarsfield Bks 061 314233
Stephens Bks 056 21174
4 We st e rn Br ig a de
Custume Bks 09064 21000
Carna Camp 09064 89133
Castlebar Bks 094 21275
Columb Bks 044 48391
Finner Camp 072 41488
USAC 091 751001
D e f e nc e Forc e s Tra ining C en t re
Curragh Camp 045 445000
Coolmoney Camp 045 404626
Range Service 045 404653
Waterford Bks 051 374425
Wexford Bks 053 22573
Air Corp s
Casement Aerodrome 01 4037689
N av a l S erv ic e
Naval Base 021 4864700
■ Upcoming Lecture Series
The Military History Society of Ireland
has commenced its 2010/11 lecture series
and listed below are a number of up coming talks that maybe of interest to you.
Non-members are always welcomed. All
lectures start at 8pm in Griffith College,
South Circular Road, Dublin 8.
2010 Lec t ure s
November 12th - The Irish Defence Forces
in the Congo 1960-64. Speaker: Lt Gen
Gerry McMahon DSM
December 3rd - Who died in the Irish War
of Independence 1919-21? Speaker: Prof
Eunan O’Halpin
2011 Lec t ure s
January 14th - Fighting the Confederates:
the Protestant armies from Benburb to
Cromwell. Speaker: Dr Robert Armstrong
February 11th - General Humbert (17671823): citizen, soldier, friend or foe of
Ireland. Speaker: Dr Sylvie Klienman
March 11th - Secret intelligence and the
British Army in two World Wars. Speaker:
Prof Keith Jeffery
April 8th - Battle, blitz, blockade and the
weather forecast: the Luftwaffe and neutral
Ireland 1940-45. Speaker: Dr Pat McCarthy
April 29th - The organisation and structure
of the IRA 1921. Speaker: Mr Tom Brace.■
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This month we review four books from the very
popular Osprey Publishing series, which cover a
wide variety of historical and military-related
subjects. All are available in most major bookshops
and from: www.ospreypublishing.com
Browning .50-Caliber
Machine Guns

tary career was relaunched with the
outbreak of World War II. Simplified to
become the M1 Thompson and produced in huge numbers, it was used
by armies, commandos and resistance
groups worldwide.
Using expert knowledge and firsthand accounts, this history of one of
the world’s greatest submachine guns
analyzes the Thompson’s development, its legacy and the experiences
of the men who used it in combat.

Author: Gordon L Rottman
Type: Weapon 4
ISBN: 978-1-94908-330-0
Price: €14.99
There are few weapons that had such
a long, varied and distinguished
career as the Browning .50-caliber.
First entering service in 1933, it has
served around the world in every role
imaginable. It has been used as an
infantry weapon, as both an aircraft
and an anti-aircraft weapon, and
aboard vehicles ranging from tanks to
hovercraft. Its combination of reliability and firepower is unmatched, and it
seems likely to endure well into the
21st century.

Comprehensively illustrated, this
book tracks the history of this legendary machine gun, its variants and
developments, and its use across multiple spheres of combat. It is the story
of one of the world’s greatest machine
guns over 80 years of conflict.

The Rocket
Propelled Grenade
Author: Gordon L Rottman
Type: Weapon 2
ISBN: 978-1-84908-153-5
Price: €14.99
The RPG-series is perhaps the
world’s most widely used family of
anti-tank weapons. Developed immediately after World War II, the RPGseries have proved to be simple,

flexible, and powerful devices, which
have had an impact far beyond original
expectations – particularly in irregular
service. Lightweight and easy to operate and maintain, RPGs have become
the weapon of choice for militias,
insurgents, and guerrillas worldwide,
who have used them as anti-aircraft
weapons, as improvised artillery, and
to destroy a variety of targets including fortifications and watercraft.
This history of one of the most
important of modern weapons details Medieval Handgonnes
the development of the RPG-series,
The first black powder
their capabilities and limitations, and
explains their varied and imaginative
infantry weapons
employment over half a century of
Author: Sean McLachlan
conflict.
Type: Weapon 3
ISBN: 978-1-84908-155-9
Price: €14.99

The Thompson
Submachine Gun

In the early 14th century, a terrifying
new spectacle appeared on Europe’s
battlefields – the first generation of
From Prohibition Chicago
black powder weapons. But although
to World War II
the fire and noise of the early cannons
struck fear into the hearts of medieval
Author: Martin Pegler
soldiers, their use was limited to
Type: Weapon 1
sieges. It was the development of a
ISBN: 978-1-84908-149-8
simple, hand-lit firearm, the handPrice: €14.99
gonne, that first put the power of gunDeveloped late in World War I to be a
powder into the hands of ordinary solfearsome trench-warfare weapon, the diers, and it would transform the
Thompson submachine gun’s fame
medieval battlefield.
and success came in unexpected
This is the first book in English to
quarters. An iconic and innovative
focus on the development of the
design, the M1921 Thompson was soon European handgonne. Incorporating
adopted by Prohibition-era gangs and the latest ballistic research, it reveals
used ruthlessly on the streets of New their surprising accuracy and power,
York and Chicago.
and explores their tactical use and
In the 1930s the Thompson was
their impact on medieval warfare. It is
more often seen on Hollywood sets
the true history of what is perhaps the
than on Chicago streets, but its miliworld’s most revolutionary weapon. ■
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Rank: Cadet
opkins
Name: John H
ary Student
Job: Milit
School
Unit: Cadet

am 26 and have a degree in civil engineering and I’m undergoing a 15-month
army cadetship where we are training to
be junior leaders and officers in the
Defence Forces.
There is no normal day in the Cadet
School. Since we started ten months ago,
we have gone through everything from
learning to march, to on-the-ground tactics, and developing skills as section commanders. Recently, we have been practicing for our method of instruction exam.
There is also a lot of classroom work covering military history; international law;
defence studies and even a language bloc.
The environment of the Cadet School
means you are being constantly pushed
and driven to achieve your best. You are
always being challenged and are never
allowed to fall into your comfort zone. For
example, at the start of the cadetship I
couldn’t swim, now I’m a qualified open
water diver.
The challenges we face are both mental
and physical. A 20km route march, for
example, is not just
about the physical
demands.

I

Sometimes you really have to push
yourself mentally to keep going. But we all
work as a team and the entire class helps
each other to keep going. One minute, you
will be saying to the cadet beside you, ‘you
can do this’, and five minutes later they
are saying the same to you.
There’s no glamour, it’s about hard
work, putting the head down and pushing
through to the end.
Sport is big here in the Cadet School. I
play with the Defence Forces rugby team,
others are county GAA footballers, and
we’ve also had cadets representing Ireland
in the recent CISM orienteering championships.
Ceremonial duties naturally play a large
part in our lives as cadets. It was a great
honour for the class to provide a guard of
honour for the Easter Rising commemorations. For me, this was a day I will be proud
of forever. The National Day of
Commemoration in July, when Ireland
honours the sacrifice Irish men and
women have made in all wars and with the
UN abroad, was also a big day for us. As
cadets, we take these events so seriously
that there is nearly a drill talent competition just to get on the
ceremony! ■

a life less ordinary
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